Trump lends farmers US $12 billion
Suggests dropping all tariffs

Ahead of today’s meeting in Washington with EU Commission President
Jean-Claude Junker, yesterday President Trump Tweeted: ‘’I have an idea for
them [EU]. Both the US and EU drop all Tariffs, Barriers and Subsidies! That
would finally be called Free Market and Fair Trade! Hope they do it, we are
ready – but they won’t!’’ – later adding ‘’Tariffs are the greatest!’’. He
simultaneously announced emergency aid cash payments to soybean and pig
farmers hit by China’s import duties.
Over in Berlin the EU’s budget commissioner, Guenther Oettinger, said today
that they were looking for a series of tariff reductions from the US. ‘’In this
way, we want to avoid a further escalation of the trade conflict, and to avoid a
trade war’’.
.
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DAX 30

IG Index chart

The commodity channel index is flashing red but the chart itself shows nothing
special. Yesterday the EU said it had evidence that vehicle emission tests
had been deliberately increased for 2020’s reading in order that subsequent
cuts would be easier to achieve.
SHORT TERM TRADER: Short at 12545; stop above 12800. First target
12200, then 12000.
POSITION TAKER: Square.
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FTSE 100

IG Index chart

Now sideways price action has broken the top of the trend channel. Very
messy.
SHORT TERM TRADER: Stopped out of my short position for a small
loss.
POSITION TAKER: Small short at 7799; stop well above 7800. First
target 7400, then 7100.
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S&P 500

IG Index chart

Almost overbought again as we form a shooting star candle at the highest
level since late January.
SHORT TERM TRADER: Tiny short at 2787; stop above 2880. Target
2600.
POSITION TAKER: Short at 2805; stop above 2900. Target 2555.
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BRITISH POUND/US DOLLAR

IG Index chart

The commodity channel index has clearly turned up. Next hurdle is trend line
resistance
SHORT TERM TRADER: Long at 1.3140; stop below 1.2950. Target
1.4000.
POSITION TAKER: Square.
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EURO/US DOLLAR

IG Index chart

Retreating only marginally from the top of the symmetrical triangle but the
MACD is a mess.
SHORT TERM TRADER: Long at 1.1655; stop below 1.1600. First target
1.1850.
POSITION TAKER: Still square but looking to go long.
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GOLD

IG Index chart

Consolidating towards the bottom of this year’s range.
SHORT TERM TRADER: Square.
POSITION TAKER: Short at 1242; stop above 1250. Target 1140.
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Nicole Elliott is a long-standing member and Fellow of the Society of Technical Analysts and
has taken over the IC’s trading coverage. She is regularly interviewed and quoted by the
financial media, is a conference speaker, and author of several books on charting.
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